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Description

Field

[0001] The invention relates generally to security and
more particularly to techniques for identity controlled data
centers. This application is divided from our European
Patent Application No. 07117394.2.

Background

[0002] Increasingly enterprises are attempting to uti-
lize existing technology to conduct business and affairs
in a remote and more automated manner. For example,
enterprises are now capable of deploying software serv-
ices to remote facilities or customers over the Internet.
[0003] One problem with seamlessly providing servic-
es over a network is that each service or package of
services that is to be deployed has to be preconfigured
for the physical environment in which the service will be
installed. That is, the target physical environment may
have a specific operating system, a specific file system,
etc., such that the deployed service requires pre-config-
uration before it can be distributed and deployed in an
automated manner on the target environment. This cus-
tom and often manual configuration negates many of the
benefits associated with automated service deployment.
[0004] Another more pressing problem arises with re-
spect to security. Enterprises do not want to deploy serv-
ices on rogue environments and do not want their de-
ployed services to be compromised for purposes of pro-
liferating viruses or other harmful effects within legitimate
environments. By automating distribution and deploy-
ment of services, the services naturally become targets
of nefarious individuals that seek to compromise the serv-
ices or use the services to their illegal advantages in
some manner.
[0005] Consequently, enterprises have attempted to
use a variety of conventional techniques to minimize their
exposure when deploying services over the Internet. For
example, the services may include digital certificates,
digital signatures, and/or may be encrypted. Yet, keys
often used for security measures may themselves be ex-
posed on a network wire during a transaction and if they
are not they still can be discovered within the target phys-
ical environment in which they are used. So, if a target
physical environment becomes compromised by an in-
truder, then the physical environment’s keys can likewise
be compromised, at which point the physical environment
and any deployed services can also be potentially com-
promised.
[0006] Moreover, for some industries, such as the
banking industry, the federal government has promulgat-
ed rules and regulations that dictate a certain degree of
security measures must be used. Thus, enterprises are
not only concerned with their reputation and potential civil
liability for security breaches but they are also concerned
with violating federally mandated laws.

[0007] Consequently, what was considered a very val-
uable business model for an enterprise has now become
administration and maintenance problem. Further, the
costs associated with administering and maintaining se-
curity are passed onto the consumer in the prices asso-
ciated with an enterprise’s software services.
[0008] Thus, what is needed is a mechanism, which
allows for the secure deployment of services in a more
automated and secured manner from what has been
achievable with existing approaches.

Summary

[0009] The present invention provides computer-im-
plemented methods and systems for identity controlled
data centers, in accordance with claims which follow.
More specifically, and in an embodiment, a method is
provided for establishing trust with a physical processing
environment for use in deploying identity controlled data
centers. Random data is sent to a remote identity service,
which is associated with a remote processing environ-
ment. An encrypted version of the random data is re-
ceived from the remote identity service and the encrypted
version is decrypted to verify the random data. Next, a
secure channel with the remote identity service is estab-
lished when the encrypted version is verified. Further-
more, operating metadata unique to the remote process-
ing environment is acquired via the secure channel and
a unique identity for the remote processing environment
is transmitted for subsequent authentication and deploy-
ment of policy restrictions within the remote processing
environment.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0010]

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a method for remotely estab-
lishing trust with a physical processing environment,
according to an example embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a diagram of example interactions for an
architecture associated with the method depicted in
FIG. 1, according to an example embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a diagram of method for remotely initiating
a virtual processing environment within a physical
processing environment, according to an example
embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a diagram of example interactions for an
architecture associated with the methods depicted
in FIGS. 1 and 3, according to an example embodi-
ment.
FIG. 5 is a diagram of a method for locally establish-
ing trust for a virtual processing environment within
a physical processing environment, according to an
example embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a diagram an identity-based virtual data
center deployment system, according to an example
embodiment.
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Detailed Description

[0011] A "resource" includes a user, content, a
processing device, a node, a service, an application, a
system, a directory, a data store, groups of users, com-
binations of these things, etc. The term "service" and
"application" may be used interchangeably herein and
refer to a type of software resource that includes instruc-
tions, which when executed by a machine performs op-
erations that change the state of the machine and that
may produce output.
[0012] The term "remote" is used relatively herein. In
other words, when the term "remote" is used as an ad-
jective to a noun it is remote or external to some other
entity being referenced within the context of the modified
noun. So, as an example: a remote application to a serv-
ice means that the remote application is external to a
local environment and local network associated with the
service. In other contexts, the service may be viewed as
being remote to the application when it is expressed as:
a remote service to an application. Within any given con-
text herein, the term remote is used consistently to iden-
tify what entity is in fact remote to what other entity.
[0013] A "processing environment" refers to one or
more physical processing devices organized within a lo-
cal network. For example, several computers connected
via a local area network (LAN) may collectively be viewed
as a processing environment. The processing environ-
ment also refers to software configurations of the physical
processing devices, such as but not limited to operating
system, file system, directory service, etc. The phrase
"processing environment" may be used synonymously
herein with the phrase "physical processing environment
when that phrase is not preceded by the term "virtual."
[0014] A "virtual processing environment" refers to a
software constructed sub processing environment that
is carved out from or superimposed on a portion of a
physical processing environment. A single physical
processing environment can have a plurality of different
or cloned "virtual processing environments."
[0015] The processing environments (physical and vir-
tual) as used herein are configured to participate in a
virtualized data center. A "virtualized data center" refers
to a platform or environment for executing one or more
similar services or applications. For example, an enter-
prise may deploy a suite of services for use, some of the
service may be related to administration, audit tracking,
security, maintenance, etc. of other ones of the deployed
services. Thus, the platform or environment can include
a variety of services, some of which may share features
and some of which may be independent of the other serv-
ices.
[0016] A "policy distribution decision point service"
(PDP service) is a mechanism that accepts input param-
eters from a "policy enforcement point service" (PEP
service). A "PEP service" is a mechanism that enforces
each specific PDP service dispositions.
[0017] An "identity service" refers to a special type of

service that is designed to manage and supply authen-
tication services and authentication information for re-
sources. So, an identity service may authenticate a given
resource for access to a variety of local and external serv-
ices being managed by that identity service. A single re-
source may have multiple identity services. In addition
the identity service itself may be viewed as a type of re-
source. In this manner, identity service may authenticate
and establish trust with one another viewing one another
as specific type of resource.
[0018] Some example identity services are described
in our European patent applications EP-A- 1,560,394
("Techniques for Dynamically Establishing and Manag-
ing Authentication and Trust Relationships"), EP-A-
1,560,100 ("Techniques for Establishing and Managing
a Distributed Credential Store"), and EP-A-1,562,100
("Techniques for Dynamically Establishing and Manag-
ing Trust Relationships").
[0019] An identity service may also provide single sign-
on services to a resource. That is, a resource may sign-
on to an identity service and acquire identities and cre-
dentials to access a variety of other services or resourc-
es. In some cases, the identity service is modified or en-
hanced to perform some of the teachings presented here-
in and below.
[0020] A resource is recognized via an "identity." An
identity is authenticated via various techniques (e.g.,
challenge and response interaction, cookies, assertions,
etc.) that use various identifying information (e.g., iden-
tifiers with passwords, biometric data, hardware specific
data, digital certificates, digital signatures, etc.). A "true
identity" is one that is unique to a resource across any
context that the resource may engage in over a network
(e.g., Internet, Intranet, etc.). However, each resource
may have and manage a variety of identities, where each
of these identities may only be unique within a given con-
text (given service interaction, given processing environ-
ment, given virtual processing environment, etc.).
[0021] The identity may also be a special type of iden-
tity that the resource assumes for a given context. For
example, the identity may be a "crafted identity" or a "se-
mantic identity." An example for creating and using craft-
ed identities may be found in our European Patent Ap-
plication No. 1773020A. An example for creating and us-
ing semantic identities may be found in our European
Patent Application No. 1780648A.
[0022] A "temporary access token" as used herein re-
fers to a temporary identity supplied to a resource for
temporary use until a more permanent identity can be
established. Furthermore, as used herein a "service pro-
vider" (SP) refers to a special type of service or resource
that utilizes identities vended by a trusted identity service
on behalf of other resources.
[0023] Finally, an "orchestration service" is another
specialized resource or service that provides a mecha-
nism for orchestrating the deployment, cloning, moving,
terminating, etc. of virtual processing environments in-
cluded within a physical processing environment.
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[0024] Various embodiments of this invention can be
implemented in existing network architectures, security
systems, data centers, and/or communication devices.
For example, in some embodiments, the techniques pre-
sented herein are implemented in whole or in part in the
Novell® network, proxy server products, email products,
operating system products, data center products, and/or
directory services products distributed by Novell®, Inc.,
of Provo, Utah.
[0025] Of course, the embodiments of the invention
can be implemented in a variety of architectural plat-
forms, operating and server systems, devices, systems,
or applications. Any particular architectural layout or im-
plementation presented herein is provided for purposes
of illustration and comprehension only and is not intended
to limit aspects of the invention.
[0026] It is within this context, that various embodi-
ments of the invention are now presented with reference
to the FIGS. 1-6.
[0027] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a method 100 for remotely
establishing trust with a physical processing environ-
ment, according to an example embodiment. The method
100 (hereinafter "identity service") is implemented as in-
structions in a machine-accessible and readable medi-
um. The instructions when executed by a machine per-
form the processing depicted in FIG. 1. The identity serv-
ice is also operational over and processes within a net-
work. The network may be wired, wireless, or a combi-
nation of wired and wireless.
[0028] As will be more fully described herein and be-
low, the identity service permits a physical processing
environment to be authenticated via an identity assign-
ment and set up (via policy) for the dynamic deployment
of virtual processing environments and applications that
process within those virtual processing environments.
[0029] At 110, the identity service sends data to a re-
mote identity service. The remote identity service is ex-
ternal to the local environment of the identity service.
Moreover, the remote identity service resides within a
physical processing environment that the identity service
is attempting to establish trust with and attempt to supply
a unique identity to. The identity service and the remote
identity service are in a secure and trusted relationship
with one another. Thus, at 111, before the identity service
and the remote identity service begin to transact with one
another the remote identity service is authenticated via
any desired or configured technique.
[0030] According to an embodiment, at 112, the data
sent may be from a variety of sources. For example, the
data may be predefined strings that are acquired from a
table. Alternatively, the data may be a randomly gener-
ated string. In fact, any data string of characters prede-
fined, dynamically defined, or randomly generated may
be sent from the identity service to the remote identity
service, at 110.
[0031] At 120, the identity service receives back from
the remote identity service an encrypted version of the
data originally sent to it by the identity service. At 130,

the identity service attempts to decrypt the encrypted ver-
sion of the data for purposes of verifying that the physical
processing environment is known to the identity service
and can be supplied an identity to transact with the iden-
tity service and with other services.
[0032] According to an embodiment, at 131, the en-
cryption may occur through the use of a private key, which
is associated with a secure device located within the
physical processing environment, where the remote
identity service transacts. The secure device does not
permit the private key to be read out of its device at all.
So, the remote identity service has no knowledge what-
soever of the private key. The identity service is previ-
ously configured when the secure device is distributed
to the physical processing environment to include the
public key of the secure device.
[0033] The remote identity service receives the data
from the identity service and passes it to the secure de-
vice. The secure device returns an encrypted version of
the data to the remote identity service and the remote
identity service forwards that via its secure communica-
tion channel to the identity service. The identity service
uses its previously acquired public key for the secure
device to decrypt the data and if the decrypted version
of the data matches what the identity service initially sent,
then the identity service is assured that the physical
processing environment is who it purports to be or can
be trusted because it knows the presence of the secure
device is within that physical processing environment.
Furthermore, the identity service also knows it is already
in an authenticated and trusted relationship with the iden-
tity service that also resides within the physical process-
ing environment. If the decrypted version does not match
what was sent then processing concludes and reporting
or logging mechanisms may be used to indicate a poten-
tial fraudulent attempt to establish trust from the physical
processing environment with the identity service oc-
curred.
[0034] Assuming the data is verified, at 140, the identity
service may then establish a secure channel with the
remote identity service for purpose of permitting the phys-
ical processing environment and its services to initially
transact with the identity service and perhaps a sub set
of other services that the identity service permits to trans-
act with the physical processing environment.
[0035] Next, at 150, the identity service acquires op-
erating metadata associated with the physical process-
ing environment via the secure channel. The operating
metadata may also be unique to the physical processing
environment. In an embodiment, the identity service, at
151, may identify the metadata as such things as an In-
ternet Protocol (IP) subnet for the physical processing
environment, an IP address for the physical processing
environment, disk or storage subsystem configuration
settings for the physical processing environment, and the
like.
[0036] Optionally, at 152, the metadata received from
the physical processing environment may also be en-
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crypted with the private key of the secure device that
resides within the physical processing environment.
Again, the remote identity service initially acquires the
metadata and then passes it to the secure device and
receives back an encrypted version that the remote iden-
tity service cannot decrypt but that the identity service
can, as explained above. Also, at 152, the identity service
may decrypt the encrypted metadata using the public key
of the secure device in a manner similar to what was
discussed above with respect to encrypted data returned
from the remote identity service, which was encrypted
by the secure device using its private key.
[0037] At 160, the identity service generates a unique
identity for the physical processing environment and
transmits that unique identity to the remote identity serv-
ice. The unique identity may now be used by the physical
processing environment and it agent services to transact
with the identity service and with any other services au-
thenticated to the identity service that the identity service
permits via policy to transact with the now authenticated
and trusted physical processing environment.
[0038] One such service that the identity service per-
mits to communicate with the authenticated physical
processing environment services is a PDP service. The
PDP service permits policies to be dynamically distribut-
ed to the physical processing environment and to be dy-
namically enforced with respect to operations being in-
stalled and processed within the physical processing en-
vironment. Enforcement of the policies may occur via a
PEP service installed on and operating within the phys-
ical processing environment. It is recognized that other
services known to the identity service may transact pur-
suant to a trust specification and policy with the agents
(services) of the authenticated physical processing en-
vironment.
[0039] In some cases, at 161, the unique identity sup-
plied to the physical processing environment may be
signed by the identity service before being distributed,
by the secure device using its private key once received
by the remote identity service, or by both the identity serv-
ice and the secure device. Thus, the identity service or
any of its delegated service may only recognize the dis-
tributed unique identity for the physical processing envi-
ronment’s agents when received for subsequent com-
munication and authentication if it is signed. This adds
an extra level of trust and security to transactions.
[0040] In an embodiment, at 162, the identity service
may also acquire policy restrictions on behalf of the
agents of the physical processing environment from one
or more PDP services and distribute those via the secure
channel to those agents for deployment and enforcement
within the physical processing environment.
[0041] At this point, the identity service has established
a unique identity for the physical processing environment
via authentication in the manners discussed in detail
above. This unique identity may now be beneficially used
in combination with policy restrictions (as also discussed
above), at 170, to distribute, clone, move, or terminate

one or more virtual processing environments (discussed
in more detail below with reference to FIGS. 3-6). Addi-
tionally, at 171, the unique identity and the policy restric-
tions may be beneficially used once a virtual processing
environment is instantiated on the physical processing
environment to deploy, clone, move, and terminate one
or more applications executing within the virtual process-
ing environment.
[0042] FIG. 2 is a diagram of example interactions for
an architecture associated with the method depicted in
FIG. 1, according to an example embodiment. The dia-
gram includes a variety of resources and interactions that
these resources have with one another for purposes of
initially authenticating a physical processing environment
and setting it up for subsequent deployment of virtual
processing environments and applications that may ex-
ecute within those virtual processing environments.
[0043] The components depicted on the left side of the
FIG. 2 represent data center resources. One notable re-
source is labeled as "IS." This stands for "identity service"
and may be viewed as performing the operations and
processing discussed above with respect to the method
100 of the FIG. 1. Another data center resource is the
PDP service, also discussed above with reference to the
method 100 of the FIG. 1.
[0044] The components on the right side of the FIG. 2
represent resources that are contained within the phys-
ical processing environment. In the FIG. 2 the physical
processing environment is labeled as "physical distribu-
tion." The phrase "physical processing environment" may
be used interchangeably herein with the phrase "physical
distribution." One notable resource of the physical distri-
bution is the identity service it has identified again as "IS."
This physical distribution identity service is the "remote
identity service" discussed above with reference to the
method 100 of the FIG. 1.
[0045] Interactions between the resources are labeled
with uppercase alphabetic characters A-E. Initially, trust
is established between the data center IS and the phys-
ical distribution’s IS (remote IS with respect to the data
center IS). Any authentication mechanism may be used
to initially establish trust between the two identity services
for initial and cursory communication.
[0046] Yet, trust with the physical processing environ-
ment as a whole or with its agents is not achievable at
this point, since to establish trust it is desirable for the
data center IS to have a private key known only to it and
the physical processing environment. The problem is that
if the physical processing environment retains its private
key then it could be readout or compromised on by in-
truders on processing within the physical processing en-
vironment. To solve this situation, a secure device on the
physical distribution holds the private key; the secure de-
vice’s public key is known to the data center IS. The pri-
vate key is not capable of being read out of or acquired
in any manner from the secure device. Secure devices
that can achieve this may use a specification defined as
Trusted Platform Module (TPM).
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[0047] The data center IS sends random characters to
the physical distribution’s IS. Those characters are
passed to the secure device and encrypted with the pri-
vate key. The encrypted characters are supplied to the
physical distribution’s IS and sent back to the data center
IS. The data center IS decrypts using the associated pub-
lic key for the secure device. If successful, a secure chan-
nel E is set up and trust is now established between the
data center IS and the physical distribution via the phys-
ical distribution’s IS.
[0048] Now E can be used to obtain other metadata
from the physical distribution, such as IP subnet, IP ad-
dress, disk subsystem configuration, CPU’s, memory,
etc. to determine further characteristics of authenticity of
the physical distribution. Optionally, the metadata may
be also encrypted with the private key of the secure de-
vice before being sent over E to from the physical distri-
bution’s IS to the data center IS.
[0049] The end result is that the information is received
by the data center IS to allow the PDP and the physical
distribution’s IS to apply policy (via C and D) to provide
the physical distribution with a unique identity. When the
physical distribution gets the unique identity, it is signed
by the secure device using its private key. This ensures
that the unique identity cannot be used by another phys-
ical distribution. Thereafter, communication via E is op-
tionally singed by both sides to verify that traffic is still
coming from the trusted source and sink.
[0050] At this point the operations of another special-
ized resource are introduced with reference to FIG. 3,
namely the orchestration service.
[0051] FIG. 3 is a diagram of method 300 for remotely
initiating a virtual processing environment within a phys-
ical processing environment, according to an example
embodiment. The method 300 (hereinafter "orchestra-
tion service" is implemented in a machine-accessible and
readable medium as instructions. The instructions when
executed by a machine perform the processing depicted
in the FIG. 3. Moreover, the orchestration service is op-
erational over a network, and the network may be wired,
wireless, or a combination of wired and wireless.
[0052] The orchestration service complements and
adds features and functions to what was described above
with respect to the method 100 of the FIG. 1. Moreover,
the orchestration service interacts with the identity serv-
ice represented by the method 100 of the FIG. 1 in the
manners described more completely below. The orches-
tration service is used to deploy, instantiate, clone, move,
terminate, etc. virtual processing environments in au-
thenticated and trusted physical processing environ-
ments (authenticated in the manner described in detail
above with reference to the method 100 and the FIG. 1).
The orchestration service is also used to deploy, instan-
tiate, clone, move, terminate, etc. applications that exe-
cute within the virtual processing environments. As will
be demonstrated, this is achieved by facilitating identity
creation and authentication between a variety of resourc-
es so as to securely permit the management operations

(deploying, cloning, moving, terminating, etc.) briefly dis-
cussed above.
[0053] Initially, the orchestration service obtains its
own identity to establish communication and trust with
the identity service of the data center, such as the identity
service represented by the method 100 of the FIG. 1. At
310, the orchestration service then desires to instantiate
a virtual processing environment (may also be referred
to herein as a "virtual distribution" which is also remote
from the orchestration service so it may also be referred
to as a "remote virtual processing environment") in an
authenticated physical distribution (remote and target
processing environment). To do this, the orchestration
service initially requests from the data center IS a tem-
porary access token or temporary identity for the virtual
distribution that is to be deployed in the target physical
distribution.
[0054] The virtual distribution includes a specialized
SP that the orchestration service uses to communicate
with on the physical distribution. Before the virtual distri-
bution can be initiated on the physical distribution, the
orchestration service supplies it with the temporary ac-
cess token acquired from the data center identity service.
Thus, at 320, the orchestration service sends a request
to establish the virtual distribution on the authenticated
physical distribution and that request includes the tem-
porary access token that the SP handles within the phys-
ical distribution to facilitate the request.
[0055] The SP within the physical distribution then
passes the temporary access token to the physical dis-
tribution’s IS (which is remote from the orchestration
service). The physical distribution’s IS then contacts the
data center IS and verifies the temporary access token.
If verified then physical distribution’s IS inspects the rest
of the virtual distribution’s configuration and contacts a
PDP service to have it validate the association between
the physical distribution and the virtual distribution. If the
association cannot be verified (i.e. subnet is wrong, etc.),
then the SP is not supplied virtual distribution of virtual
processing environment unique identity and an error is
raised. If it is verified then the physical distribution’s IS
supplies the unique identity to the SP for the virtual dis-
tribution to process within the physical distribution.
[0056] At 330, the orchestration service may also send
second requests to the SP of the remote physical distri-
bution with additionally acquired temporary access to-
kens, which were similarly acquired from the data center
IS. These second temporary access tokens are used to
deploy applications into the remote virtual distribution
and to acquire in a manner similar to what was discussed
above unique application identities for the applications
to use when processing with the remote virtual distribu-
tion.
[0057] According to an embodiment, at 340, the or-
chestration service may also send second requests to
the SP of the remote physical distribution to package the
remote virtual distribution for subsequent deployment on
a different physical distribution. If this is done, then the
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configuration and state of the remote virtual distribution
may be packaged, signed, and perhaps encrypted by the
SP and supplied to the orchestration service. In other
cases, the second requests sent to the SP may include
instructions to move, clone, or even terminate the remote
virtual distribution within the remote physical distribution.
[0058] More detailed processing associated with the
SP and the physical distribution’s IS is provided below
with reference to the FIGS. 5 and 6.
[0059] FIG. 4 is a diagram of example interactions for
an architecture associated with the methods depicted in
FIGS. 1 and 3, according to an example embodiment.
The diagram includes a variety of resources discussed
with the methods 100 and 300 of the FIGS. 1 and 3,
respectively. Moreover, the diagram illustrated interac-
tions that there resources have with one another to es-
tablish authentication and trust with one another via iden-
tity creation, management, and distribution. The resulting
identity-based architecture permits virtual data centers
to be dynamically distributed, cloned, moved, terminated,
etc. within a physical processing environment.
[0060] Similar to the FIG. 2, the data center resources
are depicted on the left hand side of the FIG. 4 and the
physical distribution and its resources are depicted on
the right hand side of the FIG. 4. The arrows show various
interactions between the resources.
[0061] The resource within the data center labeled as
"Ocr" is the orchestration service represented by the
method 300 of the FIG. 3 and discussed above. The pur-
pose of the orchestration service is to monitor the data
center and deploy, instantiate, move, clone, etc. virtual
distributions on physical distributions as per policy gov-
erning such. The governance of deployment, instantia-
tion, etc. is handled by the orchestration service with pol-
icy enforcement achieved via novel identity creation, as-
signment, and management. The identity creation, as-
signment, and management are achieved in a coopera-
tive manner by a variety of resources as discussed above
and more completely below.
[0062] Initially, the orchestration service obtains is own
identity via F from the data center IS. To initiate the virtual
distribution, the orchestration service requests via F a
temporary or short-lived token using its own trust initially
established with the data center IS for the virtual distri-
bution. That short-lived token is then supplied as part of
the metadata associated with the SP of the virtual distri-
bution. Next, using G, the orchestration service requests
that a virtual distribution be initiated. At this point, the SP
of the virtual distribution may be processed within the
physical distribution as per policy associated with initial
configuration of the physical distribution when it was au-
thenticated by the data center IS and as was discussed
above with reference to the method 100 of the FIG. 1.
[0063] The SP uses a local loopback address and port
within the physical distribution to communicate the short-
lived token included in its metadata to the physical dis-
tribution’s IS. This process is entirely self-contained with-
in the physical distribution. Thus assets and character-

istics of the physical distribution are associated with the
proposed virtual distribution. The physical distribution’s
IS then uses E to verify the short-lived token with the data
center IS. This can be done in a variety of manners, such
as but not limited to, Liberty Alliance IS proxy requests
or via specific protocols to verify short-lived tokens.
[0064] If the short-lived token is validated then the
physical distribution’s IS inspects the rest of the virtual
distribution’s configuration and requests that a PDP via
L validate the association of the physical and proposed
virtual distribution. If the association cannot be validated
then an error is raised or reported and the SP and virtual
distribution are removed from the physical distribution. If
the association is confirmed then the virtual distribution
receives a unique virtual distribution identity within the
physical distribution.
[0065] Also, if the association is confirmed then the full
configuration of the virtual distribution is inspected to ac-
quire specifications for applications that are allowed to
run as part of the virtual distribution including such things
as required subnet, list of specific physical distributions
allowed to host the virtual distribution, etc. Next, the con-
figuration is inspected by the physical distribution’s IS (or
agent that works with the physical distribution’s IS) to
verify nothing has been changed. In some cases, this
may be validating a digital signature.
[0066] If all is well, each application of the virtual dis-
tribution is provided within an ID via the physical distri-
bution’s IS. Subsequently, if a rogue application is intro-
duced into the running virtual distribution at a later date,
such as a Trojan Horse, then it will not have a valid identity
and will provide the physical distribution with information
used to alert the orchestration service of a potential at-
tack. If a virus is introduced within the physical distribu-
tion, the unique identity will not match the application
signature (e.g., hash of a static portion of the authenti-
cated application).
[0067] In another case, the orchestration service uses
H to request the starting of a particular application and
passes another or second short-lived token as part of the
start request. The application configuration is verified and
(assuming valid) the application is provided with a unique
identity via the physical distribution’s IS. Rogue applica-
tions or changes to a running application are again dis-
covered because the application identity can no longer
be verified because of the change. It is also noted that
the PDP service can be accessed via L at any time.
[0068] FIG. 4 also illustrates that the orchestration
service can be used to iteratively provide more applica-
tion via I or more virtual distributions to the physical dis-
tribution via J and K. Note also that if a virtual distribution
is to be moved from one physical distribution to another,
the current configuration of the virtual distribution being
moved (including run state) is packaged by the physical
distribution, signed, and provided with another short-
lived token from the orchestration service (resource re-
questing the move) and the signed package with the
short-lived token is provided to the orchestration service.
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The mechanisms discussed above may then be used to
introduce the packaged virtual distribution into another
and different physical distribution, with policy also again
fully enforced.
[0069] FIG. 5 is a diagram of a method 500 for locally
establishing trust for a virtual processing environment
within a physical processing environment, according to
an example embodiment. The method 500 (hereinafter
"processing environment identity service") is implement-
ed as instructions on or within a machine-accessible and
readable medium. The instructions when executed by a
machine performs the processing depicted in the FIG. 5.
The processing environment identity service is opera-
tional over a network that may be wired, wireless, or a
combination of wired and wireless. The processing en-
vironment identity service interacts with various physical
processing environment and virtual processing environ-
ment services and also interacts with the identity service
represented by the method 100 of the FIG. 1. The identity
service represented by the method 100 of the FIG. 1 is
considered herein to be "remote" to the processing en-
vironment identity service, which resides and is con-
tained within the physical processing environment where
virtual processing environments are managed.
[0070] As will be demonstrated herein the processing
environment identity service, among other things, facili-
tates the distribution, creation, authentication, and man-
agement of identities within the physical processing en-
vironment and the virtual processing environments.
[0071] The method 100 described the processing as-
sociated with the data center’s identity service; the meth-
od 300 described the processing associated with an or-
chestration service. The method 500 of the FIG. 5 de-
scribes the processing of the physical distribution’s iden-
tity service referred to as the processing environment
identity service with respect to the FIG. 5. The manner
in which these resources interact with one another was
described in detail above.
[0072] At 510, the processing environment identity
service receives a temporary access token with a request
to establish a virtual processing environment (virtual dis-
tribution) within a processing environment (physical dis-
tribution). The request is received via a SP associated
with the virtual distribution. In an embodiment, the re-
quest is received as part of the metadata associated with
the SP of the virtual distribution. In an embodiment, at
511, the processing environment identity service re-
ceives the temporary access token and the request from
the SP via a local loopback address and port within the
physical distribution.
[0073] At 520, the processing environment identity
service requests verification of the temporary access to-
ken from a remote identity service (data center identity
service). At 530, the processing environment identity
service inspects the processing configuration for the vir-
tual distribution. At this point, the processing environment
identity service may request that a PDP service verify
the association of the virtual distribution and the physical

distribution. In other words, the PDP is asked to ensure
the configuration of the virtual distribution is compatible
with the known physical distribution configuration (same
network constraints, hardware constraints, etc.).
[0074] Assuming the configuration for the virtual distri-
bution is in order and that the temporary access token is
independently verified, at 540, the processing environ-
ment identity service generates and supplies the SP of
the virtual distribution with a unique virtual processing
environment (virtual distribution) identity.
[0075] It may also be the case, at 541 that the process-
ing environment identity service acquires configuration
information for applications that are identified in the vir-
tual distributions configuration settings. These can also
be verified via a PDP service, and each verified applica-
tion provided its own unique application identity. At any
point if a particular application is not verified, it can be
removed, information regarded it logged in a compliance
record, and/or reported to other resources.
[0076] At 550, the request for a remote policy service
(PDP service) is depicted. This is done to verify the as-
sociation between the virtual distribution and the physical
distribution and to acquire policies for the virtual distribu-
tion and its applications. These policies can then be en-
forced by the processing environment identity service or
another agent of the physical distribution when the virtual
distribution and any of its applications process within the
physical distribution.
[0077] In another embodiment, at 560, the processing
environment identity service may receive second tempo-
rary access tokens from the SP of the virtual distribution.
These may have originated from an orchestration serv-
ice, as was discussed above. The processing environ-
ment identity service verifies each of these second tem-
porary access tokens with the data center identity serv-
ice, and when verified supplies unique application iden-
tities for the applications to process within the virtual dis-
tribution.
[0078] So, applications can receive unique identities
by being identified and included with the virtual distribu-
tion. Alternatively, applications can dynamically receive
unique identities on demand when requested by the or-
chestration service.
[0079] In still another embodiment, at 561, the process-
ing environment identity service may generate a signa-
ture (hash of some portion) for each application within
the virtual distribution in addition to generating the unique
identity for each application. The combination of unique
identity and signature for each application then permits
the processing environment identity service or another
agent of the physical distribution to monitor the applica-
tions within the virtual distribution as they process.
[0080] Accordingly, at 562, the processing environ-
ment identity service may monitor each process execut-
ing within the virtual distribution for its identity and its
signature. If a match is not achieved, the errant process
is terminated from processing within the physical distri-
bution and the virtual distribution.
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[0081] Additionally, at 563, the processing environ-
ment identity service may record compliance records for
each process executing in the virtual distribution. Each
recorded compliance record can note the identity of the
physical distribution, the identity of the virtual distribution,
and one or more identities associated with the applica-
tions noted for that particular compliance record. This
provides fine-grain compliance tracking and may even
be used to ensure governmental regulations are being
satisfied with respect to security.
[0082] It is also noted, at 564, that the processing en-
vironment identity service may at any time dynamically
consult one or more PDP services for new and updated
policies, which are used to enforce restrictions on the
processing of the physical distribution, the virtual distri-
bution, and the applications executing within the virtual
distribution.
[0083] FIG. 6 is a diagram an identity-based virtual da-
ta center deployment system 600, according to an ex-
ample embodiment. The identity-based virtual data cent-
er deployment system 600 is implemented as instructions
on or within a machine-accessible and readable medium.
The instructions when executed by a machine perform
processing depicted with respect to the methods 100,
300, and in some cases 500 of the FIGS. 1, 3, and 5,
respectively. The identity-based virtual data center de-
ployment system 600 is also operational over a network
and the network may be wired, wireless, or a combination
of wired and wireless.
[0084] The identity-based virtual data center deploy-
ment system 600 includes an identity service 601 and an
orchestration service 602. In some cases, the identity-
based virtual data center deployment system 600 may
also include one or more PDP services 603 and a service
provider 604. Each of these will now be discussed in turn.
[0085] The identity service 601 represents a data cent-
er’s identity service and was described in detail above,
especially with reference to the methods 100 and 300
and the FIGS. 1-4. The identity service 601 is the conduit
though which identities are securely assigned and man-
aged. The identity service 601 is used to assign and es-
tablish an identity for physical distributions and the or-
chestration service 602. Furthermore, the identity service
601 in cooperation with the orchestration service 602 fa-
cilitates the assignment of identities to virtual distributions
and to applications of those virtual distributions via the
distribution and verification of temporary access tokens.
A temporary access token is acquired by the orchestra-
tion service 602 to establish an identity for a virtual dis-
tribution or an application of that virtual distribution. More-
over, a temporary access token is verified for purposes
of supplying a permanent identity by a physical distribu-
tion’s identity service.
[0086] The orchestration service 602 was described in
detail above with reference to the method 300 and the
FIGS. 3-4. The orchestration service 602 uses the iden-
tities supplied by the identity service 601 to instantiate,
clone, distribute, move, and terminate virtual distributions

and applications that process within the virtual distribu-
tions. To do this the orchestration service 602 acquires
temporary access tokens for resources (virtual distribu-
tions and applications and requests for packages of these
resources) from the identity service 601.
[0087] The temporary access tokens are then supplied
to a SP 604 associated with a virtual distribution. The SP
604 locally communicates the temporary access tokens
to the physical distribution’s identity service. The physical
distribution’s identity service contacts the identity service
601 to verify them and to acquire policy from the one or
more policy decision point services 603. Policy acquired
circumscribes processing of the virtual distributions, the
physical distribution, and any applications processing
within the virtual distributions. Policy may also dictate
and verify whether it is permissible for the physical dis-
tribution’s identity service to supply unique identities to
virtual distributions and to applications associated with
specific virtual distributions.
[0088] The techniques presented herein provide
mechanisms for assuring that policy constrains the de-
ployment of virtual distributions on physical distributions.
If policy dictates that a virtual distribution has to run on
specific conditions (e.g., time of day (temporal con-
straints), subnet (network constraints), memory or proc-
essor capacity (hardware configuration), etc.) then those
conditions can be assured (because the identity was es-
tablished and verified). Note also that because identity
is an integral part of functioning within the virtualized data
center, that compliance assurance records that are gath-
ered by auditing services may each have the one or more
identities associated with those compliance assurance
records to provide fine-grain compliance tracking.
[0089] Aspects of the subject matter described herein
are set out in the following numbered clauses:

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

sending (110) data to a remote identity service
associated with a remote processing environ-
ment;
receiving (120) an encrypted version of the data
from the remote identity service;
decrypting (130) the encrypted version to verify
the data;
establishing (140) a secure channel with the re-
mote identity service when the encrypted ver-
sion is verified;
acquiring (150) operating metadata unique to
the remote processing environment via the se-
cure channel; and
transmitting (160) a unique identity for the re-
mote processing environment for subsequent
authentication and deployment of policy restric-
tions within the remote processing environment.

2. The method of clause 1 further comprising, au-
thenticating (111) the remote identity service before
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sending the random data to establish trust with the
remote identity service.
3. The method of clause 1, wherein sending (110)
further includes sending (112) the data as one or
more of the following; a string acquired from a table
of predefined strings, and a randomly generated
string.
4. The method of clause 1, wherein decrypting (130)
further comprises using (131) a public key associat-
ed with a secure device, which is located in the re-
mote processing environment, to decrypt the en-
crypted version, wherein the private key is known to
just the secure device and previously used by the
secure device to produce the encrypted version, and
the private key is not transmitted or communicated
from the secure device to the remote identity service,
and wherein the secure device supplies the encrypt-
ed version to the remote identity service for delivery.
5. The method of clause 4, wherein acquiring (150)
further includes identifying (151) the metadata as
one or more of the following an Internet Protocol (IP)
subnet of the remote processing environment, an IP
address for the remote processing environment, and
disk or storage subsystem configuration settings for
the remote processing environment.
6. The method of clause 5, wherein acquiring (150)
further includes acquiring the metadata in an en-
crypted format (152) that is also encrypted with the
private key and which is encrypted by the secure
device.
7. The method of clause 6, further comprising de-
crypting the encrypted metadata with the public key
of the secure device.
8. The method of clause 1, wherein transmitting
(160) further includes signing (161) the unique iden-
tity for subsequent authentication and communica-
tion with the remote processing environment, and
wherein when the remote identity service acquires
the unique identity it locally requests that a secure
device associated with the remote processing envi-
ronment sign the unique identity.
9. The method of clause 1, wherein transmitting
(160) further includes acquiring the policy restric-
tions (162) from one or more policy distribution point
services in response to the unique identity and the
metadata associated with the remote processing en-
vironment.
10. The method of clause 1 further comprising, using
(170) the unique identity and the policy restrictions
to do one or more of the following on the remote
processing environment; deploy one or more remote
virtual processing environments, clone the one or
more remote virtual processing environments, move
the one or more remote virtual processing environ-
ments, and terminate the one or more remote virtual
processing environments.
11. The method of clause 10 further comprising, us-
ing (171) the unique identity and the policy restric-

tions to do more or more of the following on the one
or more remote virtual processing environments; de-
ploy one or more remote applications, clone the one
or more remote applications, move the one or more
remote applications, and terminate the one or more
remote applications.
12. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

requesting (310) a temporary access token from
an identity service; and
sending (320) a request to establish a remote
virtual processing environment on an authenti-
cated remote processing environment, wherein
the request includes the temporary access to-
ken, and wherein the temporary access token
is supplied to a remote identity service located
on the remote processing environment and the
remote identity service contacts the identity
service to authenticate the temporary access to-
ken, and wherein when authenticated the re-
mote identity service and a service provider of
the remote virtual processing environment co-
operate to establish a unique remote virtual
processing environment identity for the remote
virtual processing environment and to establish
and enforce policy on the remote virtual process-
ing environment within the remote processing
environment.

13. The method of clause 12 further comprising,
sending one or more second requests (330) to the
service provider of the remote virtual processing en-
vironment having one or more second temporary ac-
cess tokens, wherein the one or more second re-
quests are associated with deploying one or more
applications to process within the remote virtual
processing environment, and wherein the service
provider and the remote identity service cooperate
using the one or more second temporary access to-
kens to establish one or more additional unique ap-
plication identities for the one or more applications,
and wherein the remote processing environment
monitors the one or more additional unique applica-
tion identities as the one or more applications proc-
ess within the remote virtual processing environ-
ment.
14. The method of clause 12 further comprising,
sending one or more second requests (340) to the
service provider of the remote virtual processing en-
vironment to do one or more of the following package
the remote virtual processing environment for sub-
sequent deployment on a different remote process-
ing environment, clone the remote virtual processing
environment within the remote processing environ-
ment, and terminate the remote virtual processing
environment.
15. A computer-implemented method, comprising:
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receiving (510) a temporary access token,
wherein the temporary access token is associ-
ated with a request to establish a virtual process-
ing environment within a processing environ-
ment;
requesting (520) verification of the temporary
access token from a remote identity service;
inspecting (520) a processing configuration for
the virtual processing environment when the
temporary access token is verified by the remote
identity service; and
supplying (540) a service provider of the virtual
processing environment with a unique virtual
processing environment identity to process with-
in the processing environment.

16. The method of clause 15 further comprising, re-
questing (550) that a remote policy decision point
service verify an association between the processing
environment and the virtual processing environment
and when verified acquiring one or more policies that
restrict the processing of the virtual processing en-
vironment within the processing environment, and
wherein when the association is not verified remov-
ing the virtual processing environment from the
processing environment.
17. The method of clause 15, wherein supplying
(540) further includes:

acquiring (541) a configuration specification
from the virtual processing environment for ap-
plications that process within the virtual process-
ing environment;
verifying (541) the configuration specification;
and
supplying (541) the unique virtual processing
environment identity when the configuration
specification is verified otherwise removing the
virtual processing environment from the
processing environment.

18. The method of clause 15, wherein receiving (510)
further includes, receiving (511) the temporary ac-
cess token from the service provider via a local loop-
back address and port that is associated with the
processing environment.
19. The method of clause 15 further comprising:

receiving (560), from the service provider, one
or more second temporary access tokens for
one or more applications that are requested to
be processed within the virtual processing envi-
ronment;
verifying (560) the one or more second tempo-
rary access tokens with the remote identity serv-
ice; and
supplying (560) one or more unique application
identities for the one or more applications to

process within the virtual processing environ-
ment.

20. The method of clause 19 further comprising, gen-
erating (561) a signature for each of the one or more
applications in addition to each application’s unique
identity.
21. The method of clause 20 further comprising,
monitoring (562) each process that executes within
the virtual processing environment and ensuring that
each process has a proper signature and proper ap-
plication identity and when a particular process does
not, terminating that particular process.
22. The method of clause 20 further comprising, re-
cording compliance records (563) for each process
that executes within the virtual processing environ-
ment, and
wherein each compliance record includes the unique
identity of the virtual processing environment and
one or more of the unique application identities.
23. The method of clause 20 further comprising, dy-
namically consulting one or more policy decision
point services (564) to acquire new or updated pol-
icies that are to be enforced within the processing
environment against the virtual processing environ-
ment and the one or more applications executing
within the virtual processing environment.
24. A system (600), comprising:

an identity service (601); and
an orchestration service (602),wherein the iden-
tity service is adapted to establish trust with a
remote identity service associated with a remote
processing environment and is adapted to pro-
vide a unique remote processing environment
identity for the remote processing environment
to use to communicate with the identity service,
and
wherein the orchestration service is adapted to
communicate with the identity service to acquire
a temporary access token to establish a remote
virtual processing environment within the re-
mote processing environment, and wherein the
remote identity service further interacts with the
identity service using the temporary access to-
ken to locally establish a unique remote virtual
processing environment identity for use within
the remote processing environment.

25. The system of clause 24 further comprising, one
or more policy decision point services (603) adapted
to communicate with the remote identity service and
to supply policy for circumscribing the processing of
the remote virtual processing environment within the
processing environment.
26. The system of clause 24, wherein the orchestra-
tion service (602) is adapted to further to request one
or more second temporary access tokens from the
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identity service (601) to establish one or more appli-
cations that process in the remote virtual processing
environment, and wherein the remote identity serv-
ice further interacts with the identity service using
the one or more second temporary access tokens to
locally establish one or more unique application iden-
tities for use within the remote processing environ-
ment.
27. The system of clause 24 further comprising, a
service provider (604) that executes within the re-
mote virtual processing environment and communi-
cates directly with the orchestration service (602)
and that communicates locally with the remote iden-
tity service within the remote processing environ-
ment, wherein the service provider cooperates with
the remote identity service to acquire the remote vir-
tual processing environment identity.
28. The system of clause 27, wherein the orchestra-
tion service (602) is adapted to further interact with
the service provider (604) to request that the remote
virtual processing environment be one or more of
the following; packaged for deployment on a different
remote processing environment, cloned within the
remote processing environment, and terminated
within the remote processing environment.
29. The system of clause 28, wherein the orchestra-
tion service (602) is adapted to further interact with
the service provider (604) to request that applica-
tions processing with the remote virtual processing
environment be one or more of the following; initiat-
ed, moved, cloned, and terminated.
30. A computer program which when executing on
a computer or computer network performs the steps
of any one of clauses 1 to 11, 12 to 14 or 15 to 23.
31. The computer program of clause 30, stored on
a computer-readable medium.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

sending (110) data to a remote identity service
associated with a remote processing environ-
ment;
receiving (120) an encrypted version of the data
from the remote identity service;
decrypting (130) the encrypted version to verify
the data;
establishing (140) a secure channel with the re-
mote identity service when the encrypted ver-
sion is verified;
acquiring (150) operating metadata unique to
the remote processing environment via the se-
cure channel, wherein the operating metadata
is one or more of an Internet Protocol, "IP", sub-
net of the remote processing environment, an
IP address for the remote processing environ-

ment, and disk or storage subsystem configura-
tion settings for the remote processing environ-
ment, and generating (160) a unique identity for
the remote processing environment, wherein
the unique identity for the remote processing en-
vironment is unique to a resource across a given
context that the resource may engage in over a
network, for example a given service interaction,
a given processing environment or a given vir-
tual processing environment; and
transmitting (160) the unique identity to the re-
mote identity service associated with the remote
processing environment for subsequent authen-
tication and deployment of policy restrictions
within the remote processing environment,
wherein decrypting (130) further comprises us-
ing (131) a public key associated with a secure
device, which is located in the remote process-
ing environment, to decrypt the encrypted ver-
sion, wherein a private key is known to just the
secure device and previously used by the secure
device to produce the encrypted version, and
the private key is not transmitted or communi-
cated from the secure device to the remote iden-
tity service, and wherein the secure device sup-
plies the encrypted version to the remote identity
service for delivery, wherein transmitting further
includes using the policy restrictions within the
remote processing environment to distribute,
clone, move, or terminate a virtual processing
environment, the virtual processing environ-
ment being a software constructed sub process-
ing environment that is carved from a portion of
the remote processing environment.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying
(151) the operating metadata unique to the remote
processing environment that is acquired via the se-
cure channel as one or more of the IP subnet of the
remote processing environment, the IP address for
the remote processing environment, and the disk or
storage subsystem configuration settings for the re-
mote processing environment.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein acquiring (150) fur-
ther includes acquiring the metadata in an encrypted
format (152) that is also encrypted with the private
key and which is encrypted by the secure device.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising decrypting
(152) the encrypted metadata with the public key of
the secure device.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising, authen-
ticating (111) the remote identity service before
sending the random data to establish trust with the
remote identity service.
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6. A computer program which when executing on a
computer or computer network performs the steps
of any one of claims 1 to 5.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren, das Folgen-
des umfasst:

Senden (110) von Daten an einen entfernten
Identitätsdienst, der einer entfernten Verarbei-
tungsumgebung zugeordnet ist;
Empfangen (120) einer verschlüsselten Version
der Daten von dem entfernten Identitätsdienst;
Entschlüsseln (130) der verschlüsselten Versi-
on, um die Daten zu überprüfen;
Einrichten (140) eines sicheren Kanals mit dem
entfernten Identitätsdienst, wenn die verschlüs-
selte Version überprüft ist;
Erfassen (150) von Betriebsmetadaten, die für
die entfernte Verarbeitungsumgebung eindeu-
tig sind, über den sicheren Kanal, wobei die Be-
triebsmetadaten ein Internetprotokoll-Unter-
netz, "IP"-Unternetz, der entfernten Verarbei-
tungsumgebung und/oder eine IP-Adresse für
die entfernte Verarbeitungsumgebung und/oder
Disk- oder Speicheruntersystemkonfigurations-
einstellungen für die entfernte Verarbeitungs-
umgebung sind, und Erzeugen (160) einer ein-
deutigen Identität für die entfernte Verarbei-
tungsumgebung, wobei die eindeutige Identität
für die entfernte Verarbeitungsumgebung für ein
Betriebsmittel über einen gegebenen Kontext,
an dem sich das Betriebsmittel über ein Netz
beteiligen kann, zum Beispiel eine gegebene
Dienstwechselwirkung, eine gegebene Verar-
beitungsumgebung oder eine gegebene virtuel-
le Verarbeitungsumgebung, eindeutig ist; und
Senden (160) der eindeutigen Identität an den
entfernten Identitätsdienst, der der entfernten
Verarbeitungsumgebung zugeordnet ist, für ei-
ne folgende Authentifizierung und eine Verwen-
dung von Richtlinienbegrenzungen innerhalb
der entfernten Verarbeitungsumgebung,
wobei das Entschlüsseln (130) ferner umfasst
(131), einen öffentlichen Schlüssel, der einer si-
cheren Vorrichtung zugeordnet ist und der sich
in der entfernten Verarbeitungsumgebung be-
findet, zu verwenden, um die verschlüsselte
Version zu entschlüsseln, wobei ein privater
Schlüssel nur der sicheren Vorrichtung bekannt
ist und vorher durch die sichere Vorrichtung ver-
wendet wird, um die verschlüsselte Version zu
erzeugen, und der private Schlüssel nicht von
der sicheren Vorrichtung an den entfernten
Identitätsdienst gesendet oder kommuniziert
wird, und wobei die sichere Vorrichtung die ver-

schlüsselte Version an den entfernten Identi-
tätsdienst für eine Lieferung liefert, wobei das
Senden ferner enthält, die Richtlinienbegren-
zungen innerhalb der entfernten Verarbeitungs-
umgebung zu verwenden, um eine virtuelle Ver-
arbeitungsumgebung zu verteilen, zu klonen, zu
bewegen oder zu beenden, wobei die virtuelle
Verarbeitungsumgebung eine durch Software
konstruierte Unterverarbeitungsumgebung ist,
die aus einem Teil der entfernten Verarbeitungs-
umgebung gestaltet ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner umfasst, die
Betriebsmetadaten, die für die entfernte Verarbei-
tungsumgebung eindeutig sind und die über den si-
cheren Kanals als das IP-Unternetz der entfernten
Verarbeitungsumgebung und/oder die IP-Adresse
für die entfernte Verarbeitungsumgebung und/oder
die Disk- oder Speicheruntersystemkonfigurations-
einstellungen für die entfernte Verarbeitungsumge-
bung erfasst werden, zu identifizieren.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Erfassen
(150) ferner enthält, die Metadaten in einem ver-
schlüsselten Format (152), das auch mit dem priva-
ten Schlüssel verschlüsselt ist und das durch die si-
chere Vorrichtung verschlüsselt ist, zu erfassen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, das ferner umfasst, die
verschlüsselten Metadaten mit dem öffentlichen
Schlüssel der sicheren Vorrichtung zu entschlüsseln
(152) .

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner umfasst, den
entfernten Identitätsdienst vor dem Senden der zu-
fälligen Daten zu authentifizieren, um ein Vertrauen
mit dem entfernten Identitätsdienst einzurichten.

6. Computerprogramm, das dann, wenn es auf einem
Computer oder einem Computernetz ausgeführt
wird, die Schritte nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5
ausführt.

Revendications

1. Procédé mise en oeuvre par ordinateur, comprenant
les étapes suivantes :

envoyer (110) des données à un service d’iden-
tité à distance associé à un environnement de
traitement à distance ;
recevoir (120) une version cryptée des données
du service d’identité à distance ;
décrypter (130) la version cryptée pour vérifier
les données ;
établir (140) un canal sécurisé avec le service
d’identité à distance lorsque la version cryptée
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est vérifiée ;
acquérir (150) des métadonnées d’exploitation
uniques de l’environnement de traitement à dis-
tance par l’intermédiaire du canal sécurisé, où
les métadonnées d’exploitation sont un ou plu-
sieurs éléments parmi un sous-réseau au pro-
tocole Internet, IP, de l’environnement de traite-
ment à distance, une adresse IP pour l’environ-
nement de traitement à distance, et des para-
mètres de configuration de sous-système de
disque ou de stockage pour l’environnement de
traitement à distance, et générer (160) une iden-
tité unique pour l’environnement de traitement
à distance, où l’identité unique pour l’environne-
ment de traitement à distance est unique pour
une ressource dans un contexte donné que la
ressource peut engager sur un réseau, par
exemple une interaction de service donnée, un
environnement de traitement donné ou un envi-
ronnement de traitement virtuel donné ; et
transmettre (160) l’identité unique au service
d’identité à distance associé à l’environnement
de traitement à distance pour une authentifica-
tion ultérieure et un déploiement des restrictions
de politique au sein de l’environnement de trai-
tement à distance,
où le décryptage (130) comprend en outre d’uti-
liser (131) une clé publique associée à un dis-
positif sécurisé, qui est situé dans l’environne-
ment de traitement à distance, pour décrypter
la version cryptée, où une clé privée est connue
d’uniquement le dispositif sécurisé et précé-
demment utilisée par le dispositif sécurisé pour
produire la version cryptée, et la clé privée n’est
pas transmise ni communiquée du dispositif sé-
curisé au service d’identité à distance, et où le
dispositif sécurisé fournit la version cryptée au
service d’identité à distance pour livraison, où
la transmission comprend en outre d’utiliser les
restrictions de politique dans l’environnement
de traitement à distance pour distribuer, cloner,
déplacer ou terminer un environnement de trai-
tement virtuel, l’environnement de traitement
virtuel étant un sous-environnement de traite-
ment mis en oeuvre par logiciel qui est pratiqué
dans une partie de l’environnement de traite-
ment à distance.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre d’identifier (151) les métadonnées d’exploita-
tion uniques pour l’environnement de traitement à
distance qui sont acquises par l’intermédiaire du ca-
nal sécurisé sous la forme d’un ou plusieurs élé-
ments parmi le sous-réseau IP de l’environnement
de traitement à distance, l’adresse IP pour l’environ-
nement de traitement à distance, et les paramètres
de configuration de sous-système de disque ou de
stockage pour l’environnement de traitement à dis-

tance.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’ac-
quisition (150) comprend en outre d’acquérir les mé-
tadonnées dans un format crypté (152) qui sont éga-
lement cryptées avec la clé privée et qui sont cryp-
tées par le dispositif sécurisé.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre de décrypter (152) les métadonnées cryptées
avec la clé publique du dispositif sécurisé.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre d’authentifier (111) le service d’identité à dis-
tance avant d’envoyer les données aléatoires pour
établir la confiance avec le service d’identité à dis-
tance.

6. Programme informatique qui, lorsqu’il est exécuté
sur un ordinateur ou un réseau informatique, exécute
les étapes de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5.
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